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House Committee on Energy & Commerce 
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Understanding How AI is Changing Health Care 
 

January 12, 2024 
 

David E. Newman-Toker, MD, PhD 
Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine 

 
 

The Honorable Morgan Griffith  

1. Are there any privacy implications involved with using AI learning machines to help 

diagnose patients? It is my understanding that AI technology is constantly learning by new 

data being added into the system so what exactly does this AI software do with the diagnoses it 

finds for a patient when it is sent it to a provider or doctor’s office?  

In general, AI and other machine learning systems in healthcare are designed to “remember” 

only the “rules” (called “models”), not the specific examples used for them to create these models. 

However, there are still certainly privacy implications associated with use of patient data as part of 

AI systems.  

First, large patient data sets are needed to train AI systems. Often this work is done by private 

entities outside of healthcare that may not be directly bound by the HIPAA privacy rule or other data 

protection rules1 or that may not have processes in place for adequate privacy-related security. This 

creates an added risk of data breaches in the creation of AI systems. 

Second, AI systems can be built that will “re-identify” de-identified patient data. Some of this 

will be done very directly (e.g., from a photograph taken of a skin lesion on someone’s face that is 

then run back through facial recognition software to re-identify the person). However, AI computer 

vision can already identify individuals from high-resolution imaging of body parts other than the face 

or fingerprints, since there are many details of human anatomy that are person-specific (e.g., dental 
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x-rays2). However, much of this re-identification will probably be done instead by aggregating data 

across multiple data sources, only some of which are identifiable (e.g., internet search history for 

symptoms and doctors, GPS tracking of location while driving to a clinic or hospital, plus medical 

records from a specific clinic or hospital from a specific date). This is already happening outside of 

healthcare. Standard digital industry processes are used to track user behaviors (e.g., internet 

“cookies”).3 These, in turn, may be used by “data brokers” to aggregate user data across digital 

platforms and public records (including date of birth and Social Security number) to build a more 

complete user picture than a user may have intended when granting consent to being tracked by 

cookies.4 Healthcare data will begin to be added to such profiles using AI systems. 

For feedback and improvement, AI systems that use reinforcement learning (rather than 

being trained “once” on a large, de-identified data set) need to have access to personal health 

information at more than a single point in time. For example, imagine an AI system that identifies a 

lesion on a brain scan as a brain cancer. That same AI system would need to be given information in 

follow-up to let it know whether this diagnosis was correct or not (e.g., a brain biopsy result). The AI 

system might also be designed to let it know whether the patient’s treatment response or ultimate 

health outcome was good or not, so that future versions of this AI system could not only offer a 

diagnosis but also a recommended course of treatment and a prognostic estimate of a positive health 

outcome. For this, the AI system would need to know the patient’s treatment and health state. All of 

these data points make it much easier for AI systems to then “link out” to more identifiable data from 

“cookies,” etc. If the same system is directly responsible for notifying the patient or the patient’s 

doctor about any AI-determined diagnoses, treatment recommendations, etc., then the system will 

likely have ready access to personal health information that is either identified or easily identifiable. 

Strong privacy controls would need to be in place to minimize risks of data breach or mitigate the 

resulting harms from such a breach on patient privacy. Similarly, protections must also be in place to 

prevent deliberate misuse of such information by healthcare providers or payers. 
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2. In your testimony, you mentioned how AI technologies use electronic health records to learn 

and create a uniform data set and how if the initial clinical diagnosis the AI system is learning 

on is faulty, it could lead to the same mistakes human make. How do you correct this and 

ensure it does not happen?  

To my knowledge, there are only two ways to prevent AI systems from replicating the same 

mistakes we routinely make with clinical diagnosis in day-to-day medical practice. The first is to 

create large, iron-clad (often called “gold standard”) data sets on which to train AI systems in the 

first place. The second is to use reinforcement learning (i.e., training the system in ongoing fashion 

using accurate feedback) to gradually eliminate the errors. The best results will likely come from 

adopting both strategies: gold-standard data sets to have AI systems start with “A” or “A-” 

performance (rather than “B” or “C” performance), then reinforcement learning to get an “A” or 

“A-” up to an “A+”. 

The best method to create gold-standard data sets is to do so as part of large diagnostic 

research projects that are well resourced and can create rigorous diagnostic results using unbiased 

methods. Unfortunately, there are structural impediments to federal funding for such studies, 

especially since NIH is organized by diseases (optimal for treatment-related research) rather than 

symptoms (optimal for diagnosis-related research) (see Appendix: Response to Senate RFI for 

additional details). Congress should allocate resources to diagnostic research initiatives to close this 

important gap. 

The best method to facilitate high-quality reinforcement learning is to do so as part of clinical 

care processes by ensuring that health systems (a) capture information on correct final diagnoses 

after follow-up systematically for every patient, regardless of whether patients return to their 

institution for ongoing care and (b) assess their institutional diagnostic error rates and any associated 

patient harms from missed or delayed diagnoses (i.e., diagnostic errors). Unfortunately, there are 

currently no strong healthcare incentives for either of these or, for that matter, for getting the correct 
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diagnosis in the first place. Congress should seek regulatory requirements and payment incentives in 

healthcare that support (a) capturing information on correct final diagnoses after follow-up, (b) 

ascertaining patient health outcomes from diagnostic errors, and (c) getting the correct diagnosis in 

the first place. 

 

3. Fraud, Waste, and Abuse costs hundreds of billions of dollars per year in health care. We 

currently do not have a good system in place to prevent this waste. Do you think this is one area that 

is ripe for AI to potentially be able to step in and provide a more robust system to analyze waste? 

Because waste is generally considered non-criminal,5 it is more common, more challenging 

to define in a real-world healthcare context, and, consequently, probably harder to detect than fraud 

or abuse. Waste is estimated to account for approximately 25% of annual healthcare spending in the 

US,6 while outright fraud and abuse likely account for a smaller fraction estimated at about 3-10% of 

healthcare spending.7  

Detection of fraud, abuse, or waste using AI systems is plausible and has already been 

studied,8 but the constraints on accuracy are the same as with other AI functions—classification is 

only as accurate as the underlying data used to train systems. This means that waste, which is harder 

to accurately classify, will be harder to analyze in this way. 

Preventing waste in healthcare is a complex problem because the causes of waste are 

multifactorial, and the system responds dynamically to changing conditions in ways that are 

sometimes undesirable. For example, if a change is made to lower reimbursements for a particular 

clinical service, physicians may respond by increasing volumes or other changes to maintain revenue 

despite the lower reimbursement rate.9 There is one major form of healthcare waste, however, that 

should be readily reducible with the effective use of AI systems in healthcare: eliminating waste 

linked to errors in medical diagnosis. 
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Improving diagnostic accuracy in the US healthcare system is likely to result in significant 

waste reduction. This is because we currently overuse more diagnostic test resources (searching for 

dangerous diseases in those with benign causes) than we underuse (failing to search), so improving 

diagnostic practices will lead to both higher quality and lower costs, the latter with an emphasis on 

reducing wasteful overuse of diagnostic tests.10 For example, implementing evidence-based bedside 

diagnosis of stroke in the emergency room for just one symptom (dizziness)11 could potentially result 

in $1 billion in savings, while simultaneously leading to the elimination of over 50,000 missed 

strokes each year in the US.12 If AI-based diagnostic decision support makes such innovations a 

reality, then such AI systems will likely dramatically reduce waste. 

 

The Honorable Anna Eshoo  

1. I introduced the CREATE AI Act (H.R. 5077) to give medical researchers in all sectors of 

society, including academia, small businesses, nonprofits and government agencies equitable 

access to resources needed to develop AI technology. a) Do you support this bill?  

Yes, I support the CREATE AI Act (H.R. 5077). I believe it is crucially important for there to 

be public (as opposed to only private/commercial) resources related to AI development. According to 

materials about the CREATE AI Act: “The NAIRR will offer the following to researchers, educators, 

and students at higher education institutions, non-profits, and federally funded agencies: (1) 

Computational resources, including an open-source software environment and a programming 

interface providing structured access to AI models; (2) Data, including curated datasets of user 

interest and an AI data commons; (3) Educational tools and services, including educational materials, 

technical training, and user support; and (4) AI testbeds, including a catalog of open AI testbeds and 

a collaborative project with the National Institute of Standards and Technology.” For the purposes of 

AI in healthcare, I believe that the first two of these are especially critical: (1) computational 

resources/open-source software environment; and (2) curated datasets. These would permit a degree 
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of independence from the commercial healthcare information technology sector, permitting an 

alternative avenue for AI/machine learning algorithm development and deployment that is free from 

the potential biasing influence of commercial goals. This could allow development of AI tools with a 

specific focus on optimizing healthcare quality (especially minimizing harms from diagnostic errors), 

healthcare efficiency (particularly reducing societal costs of healthcare), and healthcare equity. 

 

The Honorable Nanette Barragán 

1. The human component in the development and deployment of AI is important since humans 

can observe patterns or biases in AI-generated content. How do you recommend the medical 

technology workforce is diversified or trained in digital literacy so that AI algorithms do not 

reinforce racial biases and other biases?  

Expert human oversight of AI algorithms is essential to catch errors and bias in such systems. 

For this oversight function to work, it is crucial that such humans be sufficiently skilled to be able to 

detect problems that may arise in AI systems. There is legitimate concern that overreliance on AI 

systems will result in “deskilling” of clinicians such that they may no longer be able to adequately 

oversee or “fact check” AI systems. There are ways to avoid clinical deskilling by AI systems (e.g., 

ensuring that clinicians render their own judgments before seeing AI system recommendations). 

However, it is unclear whether these sorts of approaches can be used successfully to avoid racial or 

other biases from creeping into clinical practice, since such biases already exist without AI systems. 

A more diversified medical workforce (or one trained in bias concepts, especially in relation 

to how bias can be propagated into AI systems/algorithms) may be more attuned to racial bias, but it 

is unclear whether this will be sufficient to permit them to identify racial bias in AI systems. While 

training in bias and digital literacy are certainly reasonable measures, it is likely that other forms of 

oversight will be needed that capitalize on medical data science experts, rather than general 

clinicians. For example, there are ways to interrogate algorithms and analyze algorithm results using 
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“big data” that can identify untoward patterns suggestive of racial or other biases.13 These approaches 

must call on those with methods expertise in AI, clinical research, and statistics. Mechanisms 

supporting oversight by teams with these skills must be established and fostered. 

 

2. Due to existing systemic inequities in our healthcare system, there is a lack of robust medical 

data for Black, Latino, and Asian communities. I am concerned that the use of AI that relies on 

this data will not serve all communities in an equitable way. Will increased diversity in clinical 

trials help improve AI algorithms and ensure health disparities are not worsened?  

Reliance on healthcare data that lack adequate representation from minority populations risks 

perpetuating inequities in our healthcare system by concretizing them as part of AI algorithms. To 

help reduce (rather than maintain or exacerbate) such demographic biases, it is essential to improve 

both the quality and quantity of healthcare data about minority populations. Increasing diversity in 

clinical trials will improve the quality of healthcare data about minority populations, at least for the 

subset of healthcare questions that are subjected to clinical trials. To a lesser extent, the quantity of 

minority data can also be increased in such trials by oversampling from minority populations (as 

opposed to proportional representation of minority groups, which is often the expectation). 

However, there are two major reasons why addressing diversity in clinical trials alone is not 

likely to produce a major impact on demographic bias in AI systems. First, clinical trials will rarely 

have enough minority participants to support adequate AI system training. AI systems require 

thousands (and often tens of thousands) of relevant patients with complete data to be appropriately 

trained and validated. According to the FDA, phase 3 clinical trials typically have 300 to 3,000 

participants.14 Even if minority populations are oversampled, any given minority population is highly 

unlikely to make up more than 20% of the clinical trial population (i.e., a maximum of 60 to 600 

participants). It is possible to aggregate data across clinical trials, but two sequential clinical trials 

answering the exact same question are rarely funded, unless the results of the initial trial are believed 
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to have been equivocal because the trial was too small (in which case even more minority research 

subjects will be needed to see clear demographic differences). Second, clinical trials evidence is 

never sought for the vast majority of decisions made in clinical practice. One study found that only 

18% of recommended practices are supported by clinical trials evidence.15 In addition, roughly half 

of medical care actually delivered on a day-to-day basis is discordant with clinical practice guideline 

recommendations.16 In particular, diagnostic decisions are rarely studied in clinical trials where there 

are large demographic differences—minorities experience lower access to diagnostic testing and 

higher diagnostic error rates and resulting harms across a range of conditions.17  

In summary, greater diversity in clinical trials is necessary but not sufficient for ensuring 

equitable healthcare delivered using AI systems. In addition, there should be a specific emphasis 

placed on ensuring equitable outcomes from AI delivery in healthcare via mechanisms such as 

developing large, gold-standard data sets (e.g., for diagnostic accuracy) and ongoing monitoring of 

patient outcomes. All of this will require combining expertise across AI, clinical research, and 

statistics. 
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2 

Serious harm from diagnostic error is the most underfunded public health crisis in America today. 
Although research funding focused on diagnostic errors has increased more than three-fold since 2016, 
it remains grossly inadequate to its public health impact. Estimated 2024 categorical spending for 
HIV/AIDS (~8,219 annual deaths) is $3.3 billion, while funding for smallpox, eradicated in 1980 (0 annual 
deaths worldwide), is $39 million.7 By comparison, funding to improve diagnostic excellence and reduce 
diagnostic errors (~370,000 US deaths2) currently amounts to $20-30 million, mostly funded by Agency 
for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ).8 This translates to over $400,000/year per death for 
HIV/AIDS, over $39M/year per death for smallpox, and $50 to $80/year per death for diagnostic errors. 

NIH does conduct diagnostic research, but relatively little of this research is deployed to address 
common, ongoing pitfalls in medical diagnosis that lead to serious patient harms on a daily basis. The 
National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering focuses mainly on fundamental advances in 
imaging techniques. The NIH Undiagnosed Diseases Program,9 part of the Undiagnosed Diseases 
Network, focuses primarily on identifying rare genetic diseases. Individual institutes and some newer 
programs (e.g., Pandemic Preparedness) fund research into disease-specific laboratory diagnostic tests 
for patients suspected of having specific infections, cancers, or other disorders. However, no NIH 
institutes or programs routinely fund diagnostic research focused on improving bedside diagnosis of 
common medical symptoms such as fever, abdominal pain, headaches, back pain, or dizziness—
symptoms that may be caused by dozens of different diseases (cutting across NIH disease-specific 
institute mission lines) and where missed, delayed, or wrong diagnoses most commonly occur.  

Although there are several factors contributing to this gap, this is primarily due to a fundamental 
structural flaw in NIH organization: the organ-system orientation of the NIH institutes. Organ system 
institutes are optimally aligned with a disease focus and development of new disease-specific therapies. 
However, they are fundamentally misaligned with the general task of medical diagnosis, whose object is 
to differentiate disease A from diseases B, C, D, or E among patients with symptoms X, Y, or Z. This is 
reflected ultimately in an extreme paucity of clinical, symptom-oriented diagnostic research.  

In the pages that follow, we offer answers to some of Sen. Cassidy’s questions about NIH modernization. 
We believe these suggestions have the most potential for enhancing diagnostic research in pursuit of 
diagnostic excellence, thereby supporting the greatest possible health benefit for every American. 

The Armstrong Institute Center for Diagnostic Excellence and the Society to Improve Diagnosis in 
Medicine appreciate the opportunity to respond to the RFI. 

Sincerely, 

David E. Newman-Toker, MD PhD 
David Robinson Professor of Vestibular Neurology 
Director, Armstrong Institute Center for Diagnostic 
Excellence 
The Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine 
Former President, Society to Improve Diagnosis in 
Medicine (2018-2020) 

Jennie Ward-Robinson, PhD  
Chief Executive Officer 
Society to Improve Diagnosis in Medicine 

The views expressed herein do not necessarily reflect the views of the Johns Hopkins University or Johns 
Hopkins Medicine. 
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Increasing the Pace of Science 
Overarching Questions  
3. In your view, what would be the appropriate balance between basic, translational, and clinical
research at NIH? How can NIH continue to prioritize truly fundamental research while improving
outcomes for translational and clinical projects?

ANSWER: While fundamental research remains crucially important, the current NIH research portfolio is 
too heavily weighted toward basic research, which only rarely produces a transformational impact on 
patient health (and, when it does, usually only after decades of work). NIH should more strongly factor 
into consideration the anticipated short-term public health impact of medical research (rather than just 
its long-term effect). This includes health outcomes for patients as well as system outcomes such as cost 
or value. Invariably, later stage research has a far greater potential to directly impact outcomes quickly. 

For diagnostic research, it is critical to fund many more translational and clinical projects via NIH 
programs, including the individual NIH Institutes and Centers, as well as the NIH Common Fund. AHRQ 
plays a crucial role in developing and disseminating systems approaches to improving diagnosis, but 
its budget is far too small to address the full palette of diagnostic research, and many diagnostic 
innovations that are “early-stage” or “discovery”-oriented do not fit well within AHRQ’s portfolio. The 
relative paucity of diagnostic research at NIH leads to an inadequate downstream research pipeline for 
other agencies, focused heavily on implementation research, to ultimately impact health (Figure 1). 

Figure 1. A gap in NIH translational diagnostic research leads to an anemic pipeline for subsequent 
implementation research. Abbreviations: Dx, diagnostic research; Rx, treatment research. 

Extramural Research Program 
4. Do you see opportunities to improve the current process for structuring peer review committees?
What attributes does NIH tend to prioritize when selecting both chartered and ad hoc reviewers?
6. Could peer review committees be organized differently to improve NIH’s evaluation of
interdisciplinary work?

ANSWER: There are no peer review committees whose primary focus is diagnostic research, and most 
committees at the Center for Scientific Review or within individual NIH institutes lack members with 
expertise in diagnostic research and associated methods. This, in turn, is another structural impediment 
to funding diagnostic research at NIH. Diagnostic research (especially that focused on diagnosis of 
undifferentiated clinical symptoms in real-world practice settings) is usually considerably more complex 
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than therapeutic research. Applications for diagnostic research projects cannot be fairly assessed by 
those lacking the expertise to do so. As a result, these diagnostic projects tend to fare poorly in study 
sections, substantially reducing the odds of successful funding. This should be resolved by (a) ensuring 
that all grant review sections have at least 1-2 members who are diagnostic researchers and (b) 
constructing a diagnosis-specific study section to which diagnostic proposals can be directed.  

The disproportionate presence of reviewers or program officers without MDs is also an issue. This tends 
to result in a primary focus on basic research and a relative lack of appreciation of the critical need for 
innovative clinical research. Although most PhDs have a solid foundation for understanding the 
importance of developing disease-specific treatments or cures, non-MDs sometimes struggle to 
understand the primacy of the diagnostic process—correct diagnosis is a prerequisite for correct care. 

Organizing NIH for Success  
Statutory Structure and Functions 
1. Does NIH’s current organ- and disease-based structure effectively facilitate the conduct of
research? If yes, how? If no, what alternative structure would be more effective in your view? What
barriers prevent Congress or the administration from implementing this structure, aside from NIH’s
statutory authorization and appropriations?

ANSWER: NIH’s organ- and disease-based structure is superb for therapeutic research for specific 
diseases but generally antithetical to most diagnostic research (especially symptom-oriented clinical or 
translational diagnostic research). The general task of medical diagnosis is to differentiate disease A 
from diseases B, C, D, or E among patients with symptoms X, Y, or Z. At a disease-oriented institute, 
diagnostic tests intended to confirm that disease may be “within the institute’s mission” but diagnostic 
research focused on bedside processes, tests, or technologies seeking to differentiate a “within mission” 
disease from ones “owned” by another institute are rarely considered mission-aligned. 

Take, for example, impactful, practice-changing diagnostic research among patients with dizziness and 
vertigo using eye movements to diagnose stroke more accurately than our current “gold standard” (MRI 
of the brain).10-12 Dizziness and vertigo affect tens of millions of Americans annually, leading to 18 million 
healthcare visits each year, including 5 million to the emergency department. The main clinical goal in 
diagnosing patients experiencing dizziness is to differentiate common, self-limited inner ear diseases 
from uncommon, dangerous strokes. This can be done by experts through careful bedside examination 
of eye movements, and may be done in the future by technologies such as “stroke goggles” or mobile 
phones that provide access to such expertise (https://giving.jhu.edu/story/dizzy-stroke-research/).  

Unfortunately, ear diseases “belong” to the National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication 
Disorders (NIDCD), while strokes “belong” to the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and 
Stroke (NINDS), making it hard for either one to prioritize the research. When emergency department-
based research focused on technology development as a solution to this important problem was 
proposed to NINDS, it was rejected on the grounds that most of the patients under study would have 
ear diseases, not stroke—NINDS suggested NIDCD. When the same research was proposed to NIDCD, it 
was initially rejected because the real emergency is to diagnose stroke, rather than inner ear diseases, 
which are not life-threatening—NIDCD suggested NINDS. In other words, the disease-specific orientation 
of the two institutes “trumped” the public health impact of the problem. In this way, most symptom-
oriented diagnostic research, no matter how important from a public health perspective, falls between 
the cracks of different institutes’ missions, never aligning fully with any single disease-specific mission. 
This is reflected ultimately in an extreme paucity of clinical, symptom-oriented diagnostic research. 

This would be best addressed by creating a new institute devoted to diagnostic research (e.g., National 
Institute for Diagnostic Research). Short of this, a well-resourced Common Fund program devoted to 
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cross-disciplinary diagnostic research could be a reasonable alternative. Another option might be a 
program that required each institute to commit a meaningful percentage of their funding to diagnostic 
research (e.g., a minimum of 10%). However, the latter two options would require more oversight to 
ensure the resources were being deployed to serve the public health need around improving diagnosis 
through innovation and translation. Barriers are mainly sociopolitical (e.g., Congressional mandate for 
no new institutes; competition from other groups that wish to pursue new institutes but have previously 
been denied; or entrenched, historical interests within institutes that do not wish to change). 

2. How might NIH’s mission, strategic goals, and objectives be refined to better reflect and enable its
core functions?

ANSWER: NIH’s stated mission is: “NIH is the steward of medical and behavioral research for the Nation. 
Its mission is to seek fundamental knowledge about the nature and behavior of living systems and the 
application of that knowledge to enhance health, lengthen life, and reduce illness and disability.” The 
words “fundamental knowledge” (or similar words such as “discovery research”) are code words for 
“basic science.” This framing tends to exclude clinical diagnostic research and should ideally change. 
Eliminating the word “fundamental” would help, but even better would be to also add the words 
“improve diagnosis,” “increase diagnostic accuracy,” or “pursue diagnostic excellence” immediately 
before the words “enhance health” (e.g., “…application of that knowledge to pursue diagnostic 
excellence, enhance health, lengthen life, and reduce illness and disability.” 

On the About the NIH web page (https://www.nih.gov/about-nih/what-we-do/nih-almanac/about-nih) 
the following is the only place where diagnosis or diagnostic research is mentioned: “In realizing these 
goals, the NIH provides leadership and direction to programs designed to improve the health of the 
Nation by conducting and supporting research: in the causes, diagnosis, prevention, and cure of human 
diseases…” (underline added for emphasis). Note that diagnosis is only mentioned in a disease-oriented 
framework (which is reflected in the way that most diagnostic research is supported today). It is crucial 
that a statement about symptom-oriented diagnostic research be added to the NIH mission, goals, or 
associated explanatory text. For example, adding a bullet in this section that has words such as, “in 
symptom-oriented diagnostic research to optimize medical diagnosis.” 

3. In your view, could NIH research dollars be better allocated within the agency’s portfolio? Are there
certain areas of research that are over-funded or under-funded? What strategy should Congress and
NIH take in allocating resources to specific areas?

ANSWER: There is little doubt that addressing failures in medical diagnosis (through innovation, 
translation, and dissemination) is the most underfunded public health crisis in America today. Correct 
diagnosis is a prerequisite for correct treatment of disease. Despite leading to death or permanent 
disability for an estimated ~800,000 Americans annually2 (more than the estimated 608,570 who die of 
cancer annually in the US13), addressing diagnostic error receives just $20-30 million in research funding 
each year—just 0.06% of the annual research budget (Figure 2). Cancer receives $8.8 billion. 

AHRQ plays a crucial role in advancing health services and safety research to improve diagnosis, but this 
problem cannot simply be the purview of AHRQ, as much of the work to be done involves what is 
generally considered translational or clinical research. This means that NIH must play its critical role. 

Congress and NIH should adopt a public health-oriented stance in terms of return on investment. Using 
a simple metric such as “dollars per death” or “dollars per serious harm” (with serious harms 
representing either death or permanent disability2) would be one way to gauge (or set) the appropriate 
allocation of resources from a public health impact perspective. Estimated fiscal year 2024 (FY24) 
categorical spending for HIV/AIDS (~8,219 annual deaths) is $3.3 billion while funding for smallpox, 
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eradicated in 1980 (0 annual deaths), is $39 million.7 By comparison, funding to improve diagnostic 
excellence and reduce diagnostic errors (~370,000 deaths2) currently amounts to $20-30 million, mostly 
funded by Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ).8 This translates to over $400,000/year 
per death for HIV/AIDS, over $39M/year per death for smallpox, and $50 to $80/year per death for 
diagnostic errors. Research spending per serious harm (i.e., death or permanent disability, defined as 
equivalent or worse to losing a limb) from diagnostic errors is even lower at $25 to $40/year. 

Congress should act to ensure dedicated diagnostic research funding that proportionally matches the 
public health impact of serious misdiagnosis-related harms, targeting at least $1 billion per year for 10 
years across federal agencies. Eliminating harms from medical misdiagnosis of just 15 well-known, 
dangerous diseases could cut the total number of permanent disabilities and deaths by 50%.2 Sustained 
funding in the hundreds of millions or billions will be required to effect critical changes in diagnosis. 
Funding might partly come from an institute-level mandate to allocate no less than 10% to diagnosis-
related research. Currently this is just 0.5% (Figure 2), which is far too low for an aspect of clinical care 
that represents roughly half of what we do in medicine—i.e., we diagnose and treat medical illnesses. 

Figure 2. Distribution of funding for all medical research and the subset that is diagnosis-related or specifically 
focused on diagnostic error. The illustration shows spheres that are approximately proportional in size to the 
level of funding provided. While this illustration is based on federal spending in fiscal year (FY) 2014-2017, the 
overall picture has not changed appreciably since then. All medical research for FY 2024 is estimated at more than 
$50 billion. Although diagnostic error-related research has increased roughly three-fold to $20-30 million, it is still 
only ~0.06% of the overall research funding portfolio and receives a smaller share than we spend on smallpox 
research ($39M per year),7 a disease eradicated nearly a half century ago. With ~800,000 Americans permanently 
disabled or dying as a result of failures in medical diagnosis,2 this is an urgent public health crisis, and clearly the 
most underfunded ($50 to $80 per death) public health problem we face in America today. Some diseases, such 
as HIV/AIDS, receive over $400,000 per death for 45-fold fewer deaths.2,7 

6. Could the process for selecting Common Fund projects be changed to improve the impact of
Common Fund dollars and more easily integrate, and eventually transition, Common Fund projects
into IC-level programs?

ANSWER: Congress should create a new National Institute for Diagnostic Research. However, if a new 
institute devoted to diagnostic research is not a realistic consideration, then the Common Fund is the 
next logical place to house a large diagnosis-focused program (e.g., $1 billion per year for 10 years).  

Current cycle times from proposal submission to actual funding initiation is no less than a year and 
typically two or more years (since most proposals must be resubmitted at least once to be funded). In 
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general, the process of proposal selection (and especially for high-risk, high-reward programs) should be 
faster and more interactive. Applications should be staged, with a short initial application focused 
mainly on significance/public health impact of solving the problem, and the basic contours of the 
proposed research. In a subsequent stage, finalist candidates should be given an opportunity to present 
directly to the selection committee, where they can answer questions on the spot, rather than taking 
another year to reapply after getting written feedback from the selection committee. If questions are 
addressed adequately, a post-review update to the proposal could be made, if necessary. 

For successful diagnostic research programs, the Common Fund could then transition them to a single 
institute or center where the diseases are fully aligned with the institute’s mission or, alternatively, 
broker a deal with multiple institutes or centers if the diagnostic issues do not align well with just one 
(e.g., stroke diagnosis in patients with dizziness or vertigo might be co-funded by NINDS and NIDCD). 

8. How, if at all, should NIH’s high-risk, high-reward research portfolio be adjusted now that the
Advanced Research Projects Agency for Health (ARPA-H) has launched? What high-risk research
should be retained at NIH, and what types of projects are a better fit for ARPA-H?

ANSWER: For diagnostic research, high-risk, high-reward projects that lack clear industry ties or 
commercial incentives (such as high-value intellectual property, devices, or algorithms) should be 
retained by NIH. There are numerous “orphaned” diagnostic research projects that may not be tied to 
existing industry and offer little commercial incentive, yet still are both high risk and high reward.  

For example, strokes and transient ischemic attacks affect over a million Americans each year and are 
among the leading causes of death and long-term disability in the US.14 The cost to the US healthcare 
system is estimated at more than $56 billion per year.14 Disability prevention requires rapid stroke 
treatment (within hours), which, in turn, requires rapid stroke diagnosis, yet we miss over 17% of 
strokes at initial medical contact2 (which is more than 10-fold more than we miss heart attacks). The 
global burden of stroke is massive—in 2019, there were 6.6 million stroke deaths and 143 million lost 
years of full health from disabling strokes.15 Mobile phone-based stroke diagnosis could be truly 
transformational worldwide,16 yet it is unlikely to lead to massive commercial success. 

This is also a more general problem for diagnostic research. In therapeutic research (particularly drug 
treatments), there is a clear and established pathway for industry-sponsored clinical trials. For FDA 
approval, pharmaceutical companies are required to demonstrate that their product is both safe and 
effective (meaning that it offers some tangible health benefit to patients). However, for diagnosis, the 
FDA standard is that the test or device is safe and measures accurately what it purports to measure. In 
other words, there is no requirement that diagnostic test manufacturers demonstrate that their 
products actually yield a health benefit. This means that they do not need to sponsor large, definitive 
(phase 3) clinical trials prior to marketing their product. As a result, there are very few diagnostic tests 
that have ever been subjected to rigorous testing of their value to human health.17 There is little market 
incentive for a diagnostic test manufacturer to invest millions in a large-scale clinical trial that could (and 
likely often would) undermine the perceived utility of their approved device or test. NIH must be the 
main funder of such research, whether via usual clinical trials or high-risk, high-reward mechanisms. 

Nevertheless, it is crucial that ARPA-H also play a role. As far as we are aware, none of the ARPA-H 
funded projects or programs is focused on diagnostic innovation or transformation. This should be 
rectified by recruiting a dedicated Program Manager (https://arpa-h.gov/careers/program-managers/) 
to lead a Diagnostic Transformation Program that will create the new future of diagnostic medicine.  
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Administrative Opportunities and Challenges 
1. Regarding NIH’s interagency collaborations, what currently works well and what could be
improved? How can NIH better leverage capabilities that exist within the interagency, particularly for
technologies and disciplines outside NIH’s traditional scope?
4. What opportunities exist to harmonize funding applications for research awards across ICs and the
interagency?

ANSWER: Diagnostic research is ripe for both cross-institute/center and interagency collaboration. 

By Congressional mandate, AHRQ currently leads a Federal Interagency Workgroup on Improving 
Diagnostic Safety and Quality in Healthcare.18 However, this program lacks dedicated funding and has 
very limited representation from NIH institutes.18 As a result, its outputs have been limited. 

From 2015-2017, the Office of Emergency Care Research (OECR) funded roughly a dozen multi-
disciplinary studies related to diagnosis in emergency care settings (e.g., emergency departments).19 
Some were symptom-oriented diagnostic research studies that are very difficult to get funded in the 
current NIH structure. However, the visibility of this office is limited, both because it is housed in NINDS 
(rather than the Office of the Director) and because it has received extremely limited funding. 

A large Common Fund investment (with matching funds required from relevant institutes/centers) could 
issue diagnostic research requests for applications (RFAs) and coordinate cross-institute/center 
collaborations around diagnostic research efforts. For example, the Common Fund could broker a deal 
with multiple institutes or centers if the diagnostic issues do not align well with just one (e.g., stroke 
diagnosis research in patients with dizziness or vertigo might be co-funded by NINDS and NIDCD). 

Improving Transparency and Oversight 
1. What specific policy recommendations do you have to improve the transparency of NIH’s work,
including its accountability to the American people and Congress? Are you aware of any specific
mechanisms that have effectively achieved this goal for other federal agencies, including outside of the
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)?

ANSWER: Transparency for diagnosis-focused research funding is low. A first crucial step in increasing 
this transparency is for a category of “Diagnostic Research” to be added to the NIH list of categorical 
spending at the NIH RePORT website (https://report.nih.gov/funding/categorical-spending#/). The 
category should then be divided into subcategories (in the way “cancer” is both recorded by specific 
cancer and rolled up for all cancer research taken together). The subcategories should include “basic” 
diagnostic research (development of novel biomarkers or molecular tests, new imaging modalities, etc.) 
and “applied” diagnostic research (test accuracy, testing impact on management, testing impact on 
health outcomes, etc.). Ideally, all other disease-specific research categories would also report the 
diagnostic component subset separated out and accounted for (e.g., for “cancer” research, how much of 
the $8.8 billion estimated for fiscal year 2024 will be for diagnostic research?). On the website’s table 
(https://report.nih.gov/funding/categorical-spending#/) the first request above is for the addition of 
several rows to account for diagnostic research spending; the second is for the addition of a column. 

5. How, if at all, should the Office of the Inspector General for the Department of Health and Human
Services’ oversight of NIH be enhanced?
6. Congress established the Scientific Management Review Board to advise on NIH’s structure and
management, and the Research Policy Board to advise the Office of Management and Budget (OMB)
and review administrative requirements for extramural research. However, to date, the Executive
Branch has not effectively leveraged these entities. What steps could Congress take to encourage full
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implementation of these statutory requirements, and how could Congress maximize the boards’ ability 
to increase transparency and provide outside recommendations to NIH and OMB?  

ANSWER: An incorrect diagnosis is almost guaranteed to produce incorrect treatment or failed 
management, so correct diagnosis is generally a “first step” prerequisite for providing optimized, 
disease-specific treatment and care. Despite this, there is an entrenched structural and cultural bias at 
NIH against funding diagnosis-related research. This is evidenced by the fact that <0.5% of all federal 
research spending is devoted to a process that represents roughly half of the medical endeavor—i.e., to 
diagnose and treat disease in order to alleviate suffering and prolong high-quality life.  

Oversight is absolutely crucial to ensure that these entrenched tendencies adapt and change in the face 
of Congressional mandates to realign resource allocations with public health priorities. Using a simple 
metric such as “dollars per death” or “dollars per serious harm” (with serious harms representing either 
death or permanent disability2) would be one way to gauge (or set) the appropriate allocation of 
resources from a public health impact perspective. More complex calculations such as “dollars per 
quality-adjusted life year gained” (or “dollars per disability-adjusted life year averted”) or even “return 
on investment” might be calculated by an agency such as the OMB, which may be well positioned to 
conduct the economic analyses required, including accounting for the financial burden of different 
disease groupings or medical problems. While the OMB might serve an “accounting” function, the Office 
of the Inspector General (OIG) might serve an “accountability” function. The OIG could use data 
generated by the OMB combined with other information about NIH structures and processes, noting the 
extent to which NIH practices have been appropriately modified to most effectively address diagnostic 
research (e.g., whether peer review groups have appropriate diagnostic research expertise; if NIH 
institutes/centers are devoting at least 10% of their funding to diagnostic research; and ensuring 
interagency workgroups are effectively coordinating cross-agency efforts). 

Given the massive toll of diagnostic failures on Americans in the form of both health losses (~800,000 
permanently disabled or dying each year2) and financial costs (societal cost of over $100 billion5), it is 
essential that the OIG be able to hold NIH accountable to Congressional statutes and appropriations as 
well as the American people. The overall goal is the successful development, conduct, translation, and 
dissemination of diagnostic research findings as part of a broader “pipeline” that ultimately improves 
health outcomes and decreases waste via more accurate and efficient diagnostic methods. 

Other Issues 
1. What other policies or issues should Congress consider, aside from those mentioned above?

ANSWER: There are three issues that fall outside of NIH but directly impact diagnostic research.

The first relates to funding for AHRQ. AHRQ plays a crucial role in the field of Diagnostic Excellence by 
working with stakeholders to develop, test, and move evidence-based tools, processes, and guidelines 
that enhance diagnostic safety into clinical practice. This includes work to improve “systems” reliability 
in the diagnostic process. We are thankful that Congress has begun to recognize the importance of this 
work with annual funding increases. The next essential step is a fully authorized and robustly funded 
program-level commitment in Diagnostic Safety and Quality at AHRQ, at a level at least on par with the 
Healthcare Associated Infections (HAI) program. In addition to its health services research focus, part of 
the mandate for such a program would be to rapidly accelerate dissemination and implementation of 
novel diagnostic technologies, discovered via NIH-funded diagnostic research, into doctors’ offices. 

The second relates to data availability for diagnostic researchers. Diagnostic research to measure 
diagnostic accuracy or error (or develop real-time surveillance by artificial intelligence methods) 
requires connecting the dots between initial symptoms and underlying diseases.20 Currently, the 
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tracking of medical symptoms in relation to current diagnoses is inadequate to the task. Relatively 
simple policy steps could be taken to address this deficiency. The first (and likely most impactful) would 
be to have CMS mandate that providers and provider organizations report both symptom and disease 
when submitting clinical billing requests. The ability to do this already exists (coding systems for 
symptoms, spaces on the billing forms, etc.), but instead of initial symptoms carrying forward in the 
billing record once diagnoses are determined (or later revised), these symptoms are discarded (by CMS 
billing rule) in favor of a more “specific” diagnosis. This hinders progress in diagnostic research. These 
problems (i.e., a lack of symptom data) are propagated into other regional or national datasets, 
including those within HCUP (SID [state inpatient] and SEDD [state emergency department]). Similarly, 
large clinical data research networks (e.g., PCORnet) do not include symptom data in their data models. 
Finally, Medicare or other actors have the potential to provide researchers with anonymized datasets 
that support tracking patients across institutions or state lines, but many times key details are 
deliberately obscured (e.g., symptoms or institutional attributes such as location). Addressing these 
sorts of administrative barriers with policy changes could make an enormous difference to supporting 
effective diagnostic research and routine operational tracking of its impact on diagnostic outcomes. 

The third relates to regulatory oversight for new diagnostic tests or technologies. The FDA offers a very 
clear set of guidelines, processes, and pathways for drug development, including the essential steps 
required (https://cacmap.fda.gov/patients/learn-about-drug-and-device-approvals/drug-development-
process). A similar sort of guidance is offered for device development (which, loosely speaking, 
encompasses many diagnostic tests; https://www.fda.gov/patients/learn-about-drug-and-device-
approvals/device-development-process), but this guidance is generic to both diagnostic and treatment 
devices, and some diagnostic tests do not readily fit into the “device” category. The result is non-specific 
regulatory advice and a lack of clarity regarding the pathways for developing new diagnostic 
technologies. Establishing and formalizing a set of guidelines specific to diagnostic tests (laboratory or 
device-based), technologies (e.g., machine learning diagnostic algorithms), and other novel processes 
(e.g., diagnostic pathways or electronic health record-based decision support tools) would go a long way 
to clarifying what the “pipeline” for diagnostic research should look like. One example of a structural 
way to visualize the development of novel diagnostic techniques is the hierarchical diagnostic test 
assessment model shown below (Figure 3). Creating clear steps and guidance would also serve the 
function of identifying where funding gaps exist in the pipeline. 
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Figure 3. Hierarchical diagnostic test assessment model. This model uses the term “test” broadly to refer to any 
tool that informs diagnosis, whether it is a typical laboratory or imaging diagnostic test, a bedside clinical 
examination finding, or an artificial intelligence algorithm. The diagnostic research pipeline should have 
technologies maturing up the pyramid from more basic diagnostic test attributes such as safety, reliability, and 
accuracy to therapeutic impact and ultimately health gains. Abbreviations: ED, emergency department; ROC, 
receiver-operating characteristic. Figure adapted by David Newman-Toker from Hollingworth & Jarvik, 2007.21 
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